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The Course 
• ½ semester Intro to Proofs course 
• About 16 students 
• Meets 3 times a week for 65 minutes 
• Required for math major (sophomores) 
• Also taken by math/science 

concentrators from elementary 
education, some CS majors 

• Christian liberal arts college 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have taught with this forum the last three years; the focus of this assignment is intro for math majors and awareness for everyone else!Kept short to have more contextual, problem solving based, follow-up



Course content 
• Logic & quantifiers 
• Direct proof, proof by 

contrapositive and contradiction, 
induction 

• Typical context of sets and 
functions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard transition course



Mathematical 
Community 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We call these transition courses – transition to what?  Not just to proof based mathematics, but personal identification with the community – this is the TRANSITION of a transition course!Placement in this course because it is the first really for majors and not a wide variety of science studentsTwo types of community here:Learning communityProfessional community



Community norms for 
proof 

Notation 

Import 

Meaning 

Logic 

Writing 

Speech 

Integration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to focus on PROOF as central to what it means to be a mathematical community since that is the nature of the course – although there are other pieces and I won’t ignore them!Not all of these are addressed directly by DOING proofs (that would cover logic, notation, writing, perhaps speech)Integration includes identification



The Forum process 

Prompt 

• Instructor 
• Posted by 

Friday 

Post 

• Selected 
students 

• 200-300 
words 

• By Monday 

Comment 

•Rest of class 
• Two 100 

words each 
• By next 

Friday 

Goal: Class discussion 



Grading 
7.5% of grade 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Average of 4 is a B, 4.5 is an A 

5 4 3 
Post follows instructions 
and shows thoughtful 
consideration of the 
assigned topic in a way 
that prompts discussion. 

Post follows instructions 
and shows thoughtful 
consideration of the 
assigned topic. 

Post slightly misses the 
mark, but nonetheless 
shows evidence of 
thought and effort. 

4, plus additional 
thoughtful comments or 
comments which spur 
discussion . 

Two thoughtful 
comments are posted. 

Two comments are given, 
but they are perfunctory 
OR One thoughtful 
comment is given. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather generous grading – highlights goal of discussion and thoughtful comment



Prompt topics 
• What is a proof? 
• How is a proof communicated? (Proofs without 

words) 
• Proof & Truth, Part I 
• Proof & Truth, Part II 
• Math talks 
• Math & Beauty 

 
Reinforced in reflection in end of course Proof 
portfolio 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since it is a Christian Liberal Arts college, both Proof & Truth forums got at something very important to my students – relationship to truth and faith.  Reading also included history – Godel, examples of proofs, background on proofIn a different context, I would do something that related closely to the interest of my students and gave them historical background about proof – could include Godel and the completeness of a mathematical system; could include having them compare standards for certainty in different disciplines. 



Sample prompt 
For this forum assignment, I want you to reflect on the nature and 
importance of proofs in the discipline of mathematics. I strongly 
encourage you to consider your own experience with proof 
throughout your life as well as some of the examples we have 
seen in class and your own writing of the domino and 
chessboard problem. Here are some questions to guide your 
reflection, though you do not need to answer all of them: 
• What is the purpose of a proof? 
• One definition of a proof is “a convincing communication that 

answers why” (Henderson). What do you think this means? Do 
you agree or disagree with this definition?  

• What do you think are the elements of a good proof, and why 
are these important? 

• What are the potential difficulties you foresee yourself having 
to overcome in the process of learning to write good proofs? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parts to highlight:GoalInputInvitation for experienceOpen-ended, debatable questions
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Goal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parts to highlight:GoalInputInvitation for experienceOpen-ended, debatable questions
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Input 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parts to highlight:GoalInput – they are learning and need new info, not just experience; NOTE THAT IT IS LIMITED – still keeping the focus of the class on DOING proofInvitation for experienceOpen-ended, debatable questions
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Experience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parts to highlight:GoalInputInvitation for experience – opportunity to personalize the content: evaluate in light of their experience and then evaluate their experience in light of the discussion to integrate into their way of thinkingOpen-ended, debatable questions



Sample prompt 
For this forum assignment, I want you to reflect on the nature and 
importance of proofs in the discipline of mathematics. I strongly 
encourage you to consider your own experience with proof 
throughout your life as well as some of the examples we have 
seen in class and your own writing of the domino and 
chessboard problem. Here are some questions to guide your 
reflection, though you do not need to answer all of them: 
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to overcome in the process of learning to write good proofs? 

 

Open-ended 
questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parts to highlight:Goal Input – norms of professional communityInvitation for experience – emotional connectionOpen-ended, debatable questions - influence



Build 
on 

prompt 
input 

Student input 

Support 
each 
other 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Build on/find prompt input – convincing communication that answers why – reflections on all these words individually  (ABC)Personalize – (2 way) add their own experience to the larger discussion, reflect on how something applies to themTalk about their personal ways of learning, compare to each other -> awareness of audience (DE)Agree & disagree… but I see a difference. What about you? #1I like your emphasis on …#1I understand where xxx is coming from…  However, I think… #1I don't think I agree with what you said about… #1  I’m not sure that I agree with your statement  #1What does everyone else think? Am I crazy? #1…as you have alluded to #1Connect to course materialDrawing on problems and defns for discussion (F)Support each other – identifying with the same problem, positive encouragement (G)Outside connections – comparisons to science and way of certainty (H)Samples:A First of all, when you write a proof, at what point are you "satisfied" with it? Isn't it when you convince yourself? What if you convince yourself too easily? What if I convince myself too easily? What if every single mathematician in the world is missing something? How can we ever know that our proofs are complete? Jon Yuly F#1B LOTS on wording, audience  It does not matter if your proof proves a statement, if others cannot understand how your specific proof is proving the statement. Communication is perhaps then the most difficult part of a proof… Kyle Craft #2C Once I understood what the proof was saying, I thought the proof without words was better at explaining "why" the proof was true RD #2D As a rather visual thinker, I truly appreciate the pictorial proof. It takes a mere glance at the “proof without words” to feel completely confidant of the statement’s validity. E These two examples of proofs are a good reminder that people learn in different ways and there is usually more than one way of effectively communicating a proof.  Ashley #2 F It is interesting that you highlighted the author’s choice to include that a proof must be “expressed in the language of mathematics” in his definition. So does the chessboard “proof” count as a proof? According to the author’s definition, this seems to depend primarily on how the ‘language of mathematics’ is defined. G As students in a proofs class… and this is something we all have to learn, so don't worry about using the wrong words every so often--we'll all do it, I'm sure! Sarah #1 H In physics I can make hypotheses, I can make assumptions, I can show that something works the same way numerous times, but I can’t prove anything. Heidi #1



Discussion synopsis 
• Discussion in class 
• Follow-up in later prompts 
• Proof portfolio 

o Requires reflection on the nature and 
importance of proof  

oFurther coursework for most – not 
final closure! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the issues – early posters don’t read all the comments; tried to address this with follow up in the proof portfolio



Does it make a difference? 
• Overall positive attitude to the forum.  I think this 

transferred to the class. 
• Knew others had expressed areas that needed 

growth and worked to encourage each other. 
• Drew on examples from class and in the process 

reflected on the concepts they were learning. 
• Made comparisons to other areas of study, putting 

mathematical proof in context. 
• Used their own words to reflect on the importance 

and nature of proof. 
• Gave additional examples of proof to reflect on. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to study more!  (Need to get evaluations back from fall!)Context – integrating into their personal frame of reference



Does it make a difference? 
 

“I really enjoyed this reading as it helped me put 
some of my own struggles in perspective…” 

 
“It seems that there are different kinds of beauty 
in proofs. They can be aesthetically pleasing, or 
mathematically pleasing, or their implications 

could be what make them beautiful. “ 
 

“There are many reasons to be a mathematician, 
and one of them is the same reason a painter 

paints a picture.“ 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illustrate Eased the struggleAwareness of issues and ponderingThinking about membership in the professional communityMore than student comments:Difference between group that had this in Math sem and those that hadn’t! – last group couldn’t make connections even with the reading and this group did; this group was much more likely to refer to themselves as mathematicians.Hard to separate from some other factors…More identification with major – student led math club, more students attending conferences, graduationStudent comments:“I like how you related Christianity and faith because I had never really thought about it that way before.”“I definitely saw the connections between math and faith more clearly after reading this section of the chapter. ““It seems that there are different kinds of beauty in proofs. They can be aesthetically pleasing, or mathematically pleasing, or their implications could be what make them beautiful. ““I can appreciate the beauty in simplicity but I think it is more beautiful when the a complicated proof can be shown in such a simplistic and effortless way.”“I rally enjoyed this reading as it helped me put some of my own struggles in perspective about faith and why we believe.”



This is only the 
beginning! 

Department activities 
• Weekly Math & CS tea 

with problem 
• Math Club 
• Problem solving 

contests 
• Conferences  

 

Capstone 
• Historical exposure 
• Focus on 

communication, with 
more comparisons 

• Problem solving 
• MSC 
• “inside jokes” 

o Math genealogy project 
o “Finite Simple Group of Order 

2” song 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Of course other courses, too!  They add shared content and more experience with proof as well as some historical examples and examples of integration of faith and learning…but we are still making this consistent



Questions? 
 
Syllabus language, prompts, and sample extracts will be 
available on the website for the session: 
http://www.framingham.edu/~smabrouk/Maa/jmm2014/br
idge/ 
 
And on my personal webpage: 
http://campus.houghton.edu/webs/employees/kcameng
a/teachers.htm 
. 
 
Kristin Camenga 
kristin.camenga@houghton.edu 

http://www.framingham.edu/%7Esmabrouk/Maa/jmm2014/bridge/
http://www.framingham.edu/%7Esmabrouk/Maa/jmm2014/bridge/
http://campus.houghton.edu/webs/employees/kcamenga/teachers.htm
http://campus.houghton.edu/webs/employees/kcamenga/teachers.htm


Prompt topics 
Week 1: What is a proof? 
• Goal: reflect on nature and importance of proof in 

math 
• Input:  Definition: “A convincing communication 

that answers ‘why?’” (Henderson) 
Week 2: How is a proof communicated? 
• Goal: have students react to varied accepted 

proofs and identify what elements they think are 
important. 

• Input: Three proofs of ∑ 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛+1
2

,𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 including two 

proofs without words 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All fall 2012!



Prompt topics 
Week 3: Proof & Truth, Part I 
• Goal: Exposure to another definition of proof, some 

false examples & start discussion on math & faith 
• Input: First half of the Mathematics Through the Eyes 

of Faith chapter, Proof & Truth 
Week 4: Proof & Truth, Part II 
• Goal: Relate math to faith, especially in the area of 

proof, with some foreshadowing of vocation 
• Input: Second half of the Mathematics Through the 

Eyes of Faith chapter, Proof & Truth 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All fall 2012!



Prompt topics 
Week 5: Math talks 
• Goal: compare oral and written communication of 

mathematics 
• Input: Students attend a math talk 
Week 6: Math & Beauty 
• Goal: ponder the aesthetics of proof 
• Input: Students posters share proofs they find 

appealing (instructor helps with sources) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All fall 2012!Notice how they are needing to take more responsibility and initiative for the input!



What makes a 
(mathematical) community? 

McMillan & Chavis (1986) define “sense 
of community” as having four parts: 
• Membership 
• Influence 
• Integration & fulfillment of needs 
• Shared emotional connection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Giving a talk is always a learning experience – pulling thoughts together to share with a community, I gain new insight into my own ideas as well as get reaction and input from others!Audience participation – what makes someone part of the mathematical community?Participation in events/conferences (membership/fulfillment of needs)Understanding of community norms – definitions, axioms & theorems, proof, publishing, communication (membership/influence)Inside jokes (emotional)McMillan, D.W., & Chavis, D.M. (1986). Sense of community: A definition and theory. Journal of Community Psychology, 14(1), 6-23.



Building Community 
Professional 
• Introduction to some 

ideas from 
professionals 

• Discussion of norms 
and comparison to 
personal 

• Introduction to 
campus resources 

• Reactions 
 

Learning 
• All members 
• Opportunity to 

influence through 
discussion 

• Benefit from mutual 
support  

• Shared experience 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEFINITELY builds learning communityDoes give an opportunity to make them aware of professional topics – specific mathematicians in the readings, proofs without words, different registers between communication in a talk vs. writingRecall: Membership, Influence, integration & fulfillment of needs, emotional connection
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